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It Is bald
signed to the district.
Major Rankin. It read:
never before has the place bepn so
"Irene died at 8 o'clock. Mrs. Whltcrowded and most of the caller are
more will start with boly tomorrow.
Will advise train."
overheard discussing the Sigel trage
Father Collaps
dy.
While the first two telegrams had
FORMER VEGAS GIRL
in a measure prepared Major WhltBECOMES A BRIDE
more for the .vorat, yet he had by
no means given np hope that a
News has reached the city of the
change for the better might take
place, and the third message announc
marriage of Homer Milton Rhorer to
Miss Maud Estella Stoner in Kan
ing Miss Irene' death, was a great
shock. He broke dowr. completely
sas City, June 19.
and since has been alir est inconsolThe young woman retlded In Las
able from grief. Dr. J. M. CunningVegas for many yeais ard is popular
D. T. Hoskins and other intiknown here. She has been ab- SENATORS SEEK RELIEF FROM
STRANGE FREAK OF SUN'S RAYS THIS IS LATEST THEORY OF PO- ly
DEATH ham,
CAUSES
mate friends of the family were Imsent from the city about four years,
LICE IN SIGEL MURDER
CAUSES TWO RAILROAD
SWELTERING HEAT IN WHITE
OF MISS IRENE WHITMOPE
mediately notifleof Miss Whitmore's
attending school in St. Josenh where
MYSTERY
CLOTHES
WRECKS
AT LONG BEACH she lived with her mother. Mrs. C. J.
death and these hasterei to the
i
Whitmore liome to offer whatever
Stoner. She Is the youngest daught
consolation they cojld. The news
er, and the only sl'igle one left, of
BAKING KILLED BY JEALOUS RIVAL
VICE PRESIDENT LEADS
SHOCKS
FRIENDS spread rapidly and yesterday and to- COLORADO FAIRLY
TRAGEDY
a family or six girls.
Mr. Rhorer is an e'evator construct
day it was the chief topc of conver' Miss Whitmore's friends YESTERDAY WAS HOTTEST DAY BELIEVED THAT CHUNG 8IN or and makes his headquarters In HE APPEARS IN AN ALL DUCK
SEIZED WITH CRAMPS WHILE IN sation.
a great measure the grief
in
Kansas Offr.
share,
BATHING WHICH CAUSES
MIGHT HAVE MADE AWAY
IN TEN YEARS IN THAT '
SUiT.EVEN TO HAT AN 3 ,
of the parents in their hour of af
"
PARALYSIS
WITH GIRL'S SLAYER
STATE
SHOES
fliction.
ATTORNEY GENERAL GIVES
Sad Ending of Outing
SENATE COLD SHOULDER
The death of Miss Whitmore cut
Attorney ALDRICH
END CAME
WAVE
IN HOSPITAL short the
GETTING MAD
SEEMS GENERAL STRANGE TRUNK MISSING Washington, June 28.
stay of Mrs. Whltmore and
General Wickersham has refused to
seaMiss . Florence Hoskins at the
send the. senate the files in the de-ARE shore, where they had planned to WEST AND SOUTHWEST IS SWEL MORE THAN LIKELY
ACCIDENT
DETAILS
OF
BODY OF partment cf Justice, relating t the BELIEVES UNNECESSARY
DILA
remain until August 1. It likewise
BODY BEING
LACKING
trial of Dr. E. B. Perrin, charged
ARE BEING
CHINAMAN WAS SHIPPED
TERING WITH NO RELIEF
TORY TACTICS
has brought grief to every other
with conspiracy to defraud the gov
BROUGHT HOME
AWAY IN IT
IN SIGHT
USED
member of the Las Vegas colony now
ernment in California timber land
in
in
like
California for
summering
cases. The data demanded In conMies Irene Whltmore is dead. This outings of this kind, all were thrown
Washington, June 28. The extreme
Denver, June 28. Tho hottest day New York, June 28. The failure to nection with the nomination of Robert
shocking news from Long Beach, together more or less. Not the least in ten years wllth the mercury re- find any trace of Leon Ling lea.it, the Devlin to be TJ. S. district attorney, heat forced most of the tenaturs to
Calif., contained in a brief telegram touching part of the tragedy either, gistering 98 dagrees In .the shade, police to believe a new theory that for the northern district of California. appear today in the chamber clad in
is the fact that Miss Whltmore was
Leon was killed by the same hand Action on his nomination was
there white. But the heat did not deter
received shortly after 8 o'clock yestercaused the displacement of rails en that killed Miss
to
be
Richard
to
understood
is
further
It
them from action on
tariff measSIgel.
engaged
fore
.
fall.
off
until
put
day morning by the father, Major Devine, of the San
the Denver and Rio Grande railroad believed the body of Ling was placed
National
Sherman apures.
Miguel
A. H. Whltmore, from Major R. C.
Mr. Devine left only last Sat- yesterday afternoon, throwing (three in a trunk and shipped away. This LIFE
bank.
a
suit
and
white
in
many
peared
IMPRISONMENT FOR
Rankin, a former resident of this city
of h!s fiancee'sdeath, coaches of an east bound passenger theory is strengthened by the story of
the
likewise:
were
attired
members
urday,
day
BLACK
the
HAND
LEADERS
friend
family,
an
if
intimate
and
for a
to the Pacific coast to visit train into the ditch at Salida, twenty a trunk shipped to Schenectady and
Senator Clapp, when the corporation
cast a pall of gloom over the entire Miss trip
Washington, June 28.
Imprison tax measure was
Whitmore and her mother, go- miles from Denver. Eight persons thence to Cleveland, Ohio, where it
brought up, urged an
even
the
not
father,
ment for life is the penalty which
city. No one,
ing via Denver. Yesterday upon his were seriously injured. A few hours was lost trace of. This line of rea-amendment eliminatingfrom iht mea
such
for
Representative Kennedy of Ohio pro
w,as prepared
arrival in that city he was handed' later an
engine and two coaches on soning throws out the evidence of poses shall be Inflicted on agents of sure the right of corporations to own
news, which at first was almost un- a
e
of
him
WhitMiss
who
of
told
telegram,
j
telling
Sin,
the
Chung
story
the black hand and kidnapers who use stock in other companies.
believable, bo sudder- was it. But more's sudden death. Ke cancelled a Colorado Midland passenger train
L4riS in the room with the body
'r'S
measof
Inside
followderailed
limits
the
hlch
city
the mails of the united States for In connection with, the same
subsequent telegrams,
his trip and started for this city Denver, also by hea; twisted rails.
of Miss Sigel. The police say if Ling
ure
Senator
Culberson
a
Whitmore's
proposed
Miss
confirmed
their
ed closely,
nefarious pwposes. He has in
on the first train, arriving .here, on
one of the slayers
have
mav
modification
wheretiv
the
dea.
they
Wave
Heat
General
were
I'3
spnatj
no
particulars
troduced in the house a bill providing
death, although
No. 3 this morning. ,
Chicago, June 28. The heat waveand can lay their hands on the other such punishment. The bill provides obtain possession of the information
given, save that while bathing in the
A Lovable Girl
continues over the entire 'country In fl" minutes.'
that recipients of such mall wh fail gathered by the commissioner ot insurf she was seized with cramps,
Miss Irene Whitmore was born in with much suffering in the eastern!
Tried to Hide Body
hosto
a
removal
her
to turn it back to the postmaster far ternal revenue, concerning corpora- ,
necessitating
N.
1SS5,
Elizabeth,
That
th
in
re.
muHerer,
this
supposed
deaths
Four
cities.
Lug,
city
pital, where she became paralyzed, coming to Las Vegas with her par- investigation shall be liable to ?100
Senator Aldrich is nettled at the
attributed Ito the heat. Philadelphia made several attempts to dispose of fine.
afterwards.
death ensuing shortly
and New York are suffering greatly! the body of his victim, Elsie Sigel,
( Continued on Page 4)
delay to force tariff legislation to the
Mrs. Whltmore was with her daughtfront, and accepted the . amendment
and many thousand? are taking ad- wa discovered through a further
er at the time, they having gone to
Senator McLaurln, whereby cotof ithe beaches, to sleep at questioning of Chung Sin,' his room OHUHITE OUTRAGE.
to
by
weeks
vantage
ago
several
Beach
Long
SECOND ASSAILANT
ton bagging is placed on the free
mate, who has told of the murder of
nfght '
spend the summer, accompanied by
BAFFLES POLICE list
the girl In Ling's room. He sail Ling
Miss Florence Hoskins, daughter of
NOW BEHIND BARS
the
trunk
The action of the senate will merely
had
the
carried
containing
Mrs.
PRESIDENT ASKED TO
D. T. Hoskins, of 'his city.
have
the effect rf throwing thp cotPARDON YOUNG WOMAN body all over New lorn ana attempt
Whltmore and Miss Hoskins left Los
Chicago, June 28. The cause of an
ton bagging schedule into conference.
ed to leave It with a
laundryman explosion in the heart of the
Albuquerque, N. M, June 28. The
Angeles yesterday for Las Vegas
city last where It
will be fought out.
Exe?utive friend who would not receive it He night whichv wrecked a
with the body and will reach here unceasing vigilance on the part of Washington;""June 28.
ex
telephone
a
in
The
senate
taticab, change and did
then turned Its attention
tomorrow afternoon on train No. 2. the county officers and city police de- clemency to save a young woman then went to Newark
dnmage to property
The funeral will probably be held partment, in their efforts to take into from disgrace and a term in prison, where he tried to leave it with an- estimated at $100,000, injured one to the iron and eteel schedule and on
Wednesday from the Whltmore home custody the accomplice of Florenclo was brought to the White house this other friend, but also failed. After man fatally and hurt fourteen oth motion of Senator Aldrich, that para
on Seventh street.
Pfejffer, in the brutal outrage com- morning by Senator Mondell of Wyo- much wandering he brought the greW-- j ers, as today still unexplained. The graph relating to structural steel was
Marjori-bank- s
mitted upon Mrs. Goldey
Knew She Wat III
ming, n behalf of Mrs. Ethel Dona- - some trunk back and left it in his police are unable to determine wheth- slightly changed so that products val
s
of a cent
and her husband 'at Abajo last van, formerly postmaster at Diets, room, where it was round ,a ween er It was another "gamblers' war" out ued at les than
Major Whltmore knew his daughtattracted
to
it
attention
2
will
26
"be
is
later,
who
being
rewarded
taxed three-tenth- s
at
er was ill, having received a brief Thursday night, was
years
Wyo. Mri. Donovan,
rage or an attempt to injure the tele- per pound
when old, was convicted of embezzlement In by the odor arising from the decom phone company. A number of em- of a cent per pound.
afternoon
message from Major Rankin late o'clock yesterday
An ineffectual attempt was made by
Sheriff Jesus Romero placed under connection with the issuance of mon- posed body.
Saturday evening, which read:
ployes of the company are now on a
Chinatown Crowded
Senator
Stone f Missouri to place
"Mrs. Whitmore took Irene to arrest a native giving the name of ey orders, and will shortly be taken
strike and It Is thought this may have
Great crowds, have lately been at- some connection
structural
steel on the free list A
Long Beach hospital today, sick. Not Procoplo Nuanes. Within an hour to Denver to serve a six months'
with the explosion.
f
cents
a
after his arrest Nuanes broke down term in jail. Senator Mondell brought tracted to ChlnatVwn and its restau- It was also thought, possible that the duty of one and
pound was placed on zinc instead of
This message was fo'lowed by a and admitted his connection with the papers to show that eight jurors who rants and others resorts through the gamblers may have Tiad
to
something
second one at 8:07 o'clock yesterday Marjoribanks affair, implicated Pfeif-fe- r voted to convict Mrs. Donovan now publicity given the murder of Miss do with it because of the refusal of ne cent as in the house, was agreed
as- to.
extra
been
:
t!he
have
and
no
de
read
crime.
which
leader
and
intended
Sigel,
police
she
as
believe
gave every
f morning
the company to supply a service for
tail of ithe crime. Within two hours
Clio uliduii lt i 4ij uiu mti-- i
the use of race track gambling.
SCOTTISH RITE REUNION
lng. Is unconscious. Ccndition criti- after he had been taken into cusIN SANTA FE THIS TALL
A
cal."
tody, Nuanes had sworn to an affiSIX THOUSAND COAL
This second message was also sign- davit, admitting his guilt and incrimMINERS LAY DOWN PICKS
The next reunion of Ancient and
ed by Major Rankin, and was sent inating Pfeiffer. While it could not
from Los Angeles, instead of Long be ascertained definitely last nighit,
Pittsburg, Kan., June 28. Six thou Accepted Scottish Rite of Free MaON
sand miners in the North Pittsburg sonry for the southern jurisdiction of
Beach, where the first message was It is quite likely that a special grand
'
field quit work today. No strike had the United States, will be held in
filed.
jury will be impanelled to hear the
been called but the men decided to Santa Fe this fall. The sessions
Within a few minutes another mes- evidence in the case of a crime which
The campaign for a Greater Las timent, on the surface at least, ap- .quit work pending a settlement of will begin- - Monday,
sage announcing his daughter's death, is unparalleled in the criminal hisSeptember 20,
t be lareeIv
favor ot unit' the Vchck off",; dispute.. A break in and likely close or. the
Pear"
was received by Major Whltmore tory of the territory
in
on
is
on
launched
Saturday,
evening of the
Vegas, the two towns and that at the the ranks of the operators occurred 22nd. According to reports, there ia
ing
.
earnest as evidenced by the
earliest date possible,
today when two companies said they reason to believe that the clas will
tlon of petitions in both East and
Tfie un(,rcurrent against the prop-Wes- t would accede to the miners' demands. number fully one hundred or nvore.
Las Vegas today, addressed to osltion will be looked after by the
of both towns, an J ask- - supportere of the movement, assisted
councils
the
election to vote on hy The Optic, and those having any
a
that
speci:il
ing
the project be called. These petitions objection of merit or reason are asked
were being circulated by special com- - to Come cut and state it, that t may
mittees appointed for the purpose be answered.
AH the advocates of consolidation
and are receiving many signatures.
Pittsburg, June 28 Pittsburg start- held in reserve.
ii
'
to
the
in tho present fight is a square
is
there
ask
While
of
opposition
The first rial violence In the strike
ed on the third day
its street car
strike', which began Saturday after- situation occurred soon after noon movement in some quarters, the sen- deal, a fight, in the open.
Inhe
busiress
with
were
noon,
St. Michaels, Md., Jun
der. The fact remains, however, that
paralyzed when fourteen
through inadequate trolley service. chased from their ranks in the car
quiry by a coroner's jury today into Eastman pawned Mrs. Woodill's jewRioting is sure to follow any at- barns by a crowd of union men and
the cause of death of Mrs. Edith els' in Baltimore and exhibited, a roll
of money several days after the murtempt of the company to operate cars. sympathizers Jrom a nearby manufacThompson Woodill, was continued, der. It Is
The outlying car barns have taken ' turing plant. Mayor Magee threatens
thought in some quarters
and the Jury seemed to put consider- that Mrs. Woodill had
the attention of the police and the to use the powers of injunction to
given Eastman
down town district is unguarded. The stop the strik-3- .
able credence in the letter of Robert money on different occasions.
Th. company says
Eastman, her supposed slayer, that
feeling vt the union men and their it is ready to settle but the union
The. inquest held at the bungalow
the woman was killed by another was within a few ya-d- s of Eastman's
sympathizers was evidenced by the has refused even to hold a confer
'
New York, June 8. Mrs. Robert been received for several years. The woman In the party at Eastman'? grave. It is believed Eastman had
gathering of more than five hundred' ence. ,
last night at the Hcrron Hill barns: The grievances of the union in- H. Burnham of Reno Nevada, enter- waiter took his position to await fur- bungalow, who used a bottle for a made preparati-jnto escape when
when it was noised about that the clude
discrimination ed the Astor hotel yesterday fop af- ther orders and when thfl mother had weapon.
told not to leave the county pending
charges of
Several bottles found on the pre- an investigation,
company would attempt to operate against union employes, the demand ternoon tea. A nice looking waiter finished tea and went ti the retiring
and was then
cars. The saloons remained open to- for a hearing for discharged men, a was assigned to her table.
When room, the waiter was called out, lie mises seem to eubstant!ae that part caught.
day. The director of police said he longer lunch time, and the doing away Mrs. Burnham ot a good look 'at immediately recognised Lis mother, of the letter written ty Eastman that
Mrs. Eastman has begun proceedsaw no reason to rlose the orderly! with bulletin boards in car bams an- pirn, she recognized him as her long whose motherly instinct proved not a party out for "a time," were in ings to get control cf her husband's
losf son from whom no tidings had to be mistaken.
and shorter runs.
the bungalow on the night of the mur property.
places. The entire police force is nouncing lay-offrom
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AMERICAN

RAILROADERS IN

Merely ft euggestlon ty the
City Record:
A while ago a conductor on ft Mex
ican railroad informed ft deadbeat
passenger that Uu latter would be put
ff his train If he refused to pay
his fare. The passenger had th con
ductor Jailed. The conductor lan
guished for many days behind prison
conbars. Ills liberation cost him
siderable sum of money.
The iame conductor only last week
passenger to
compelled ft ticketles
pay cash fare at the rate prescribed.
The passenger thought the charge ex
cessive and again the conductor was
arrested.
The conductor is at liberty, but he
has suffered financial loss and the hu
mility of imprisonment only because
he followed to the letter the rules
laid out for his conduct.
There should surely be some man
ner of reparation. It is no recomoense
that the peon complainant was held
in jail.
Here is the case of an employs who
is out of pocket because he was loyal
to his, employer's Interests. It is a
case, only as a case, worthy the consideration of the employer, eimp?y as
an employer looking to come plan of
the future to apply to all such.
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PATRICIA'S
PHILOSOPHY

GET VORST OF IT

MEXICO

LAS VEGAS

W. J. Mills, presiding for Ass Klate
Justice F. W. Parker, instructed the

jury to find for the defendant
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1,909

THE

Sodern.Oottago

BEST

Bargain

U26 Eighth Street, Cor Washington Avenue.

said Silvia, "'I've

"Patricia,"

REMEDY

"Keep it up, Silvia," I answered
"it will do you good."
"I've been thinking," went on Silvia
calmly, "what an awful thing It rnus'
be to be an unattached female."
I disdained to reply, ao she continued:
"I went to see Kitty yesterday. I
found her in a white negligee, her cur
ly black hair hanging over her Bhoul-- ,
ders, her little face with its big brown
mischief.
eyes brimming over with
"What on earth did you drag me out
for
Kit? I said. It was pour
reIng rain. "Oh, I was lonesome,
sides, I wanted to recover from the
effects of Susan Lemon in your engaging company.' 'Susan Lemon!' 1
said. 'What a name!' Oh, I christened her that,' Kit said airily. 'She
fits it to a dot. Her real name is
Mary Martin. For the last two weeks
as you know, I, along with a choice
collecton of spirits, have been at
Belle's country place, and Susan, who
I believe is ah old school friend of
But
Belle, was one of the guests.
what right has she to Introduce to a
lot of pleasure loving people ft woman
of Sue's make-up" 'One guest whom she tried to culti
vate had ft sudden call to her country place; another congratulated Mu
riel Weston on having appendicitis
at the psychological moment and going to hospital- instead of helping to
look after Sue. Why, she lost even
her own name! One woman came up
to me at aparty and said desperately,
"Heavens, Kit, what Is Sue Lemoi's
real name?" There was something,
too, pathetically funny in her keen appreciation of creature comforts."
"Now, Patricia," said Silvia, "tell
me what you make of any one like

Nice location, low price, easy terms, yard and parking
beautifully set with trees and blue grass, 2
lots, 7 rooms
including: bath, rangre in kitchen, large basement With furnace
heat and 3 fire places, front and back porches, complete
plumbing" up and down stairs, wired throughout for electricity,
cement
veiy complete pantry, also 3 closets in
walks inside and outside yard, leading to car line two blocks
away, land high, fine elm trees, yard for garden, chicken
houses and pens, barn. Furniture in the house for sale.
If you ever expect to buy a modern cottage look this one
over quick. Title perfect. Abstract furnished; worth $4,500,
can be had now for $3,500 or without furniture $3,300, Possession at once, or if occupied, in 30 days, if desired by purchaser.
Address owner:
25-fo- ot

Agent Fisher, who is said to have
E. Pink-ham- 's
For Yomen-Lyd- ia
been badlT beaten by a car inspector
s,
at Lamy, found it necessary to go to
Vegetable Compound
Noah, Ky. " I was passinf? through
Cerrillos snd have his hurts dressed
the Change of Life and. suffered from
by the Santa Fe physician there.
headaches, nervous
W. E. Fletcher, a former brakeman
prostration, and
at Raton, writes the secretary of the
hemorrhages.
"Lydia K rink,
B. of R. T. there, that he fears be
ham's Ve pet able
..v.
will lose the sight of one of his eyes,
Compoundmademe
well and strong, so
and that be Is In Denver taking treat
that I can do all my
ment for 1L
housework, and atMark B. Hanna, a former Las Ve-tend to the store
and
and post-otlicgas switchman, was run over and fa
I feel muchyouugef
hurt
in
the
of
Illinois
the
tally
yards
than I really am.
Colorado Springs. Colo.
Central at Champaign, m., the other
"Lvdia E. Pink-ham's Vegetable Compound is tne most
He lived but ten minutes
morning.
successful remedy for all kinds of
after the accident befell him.
female troubles, and I feel that I can
Mks. Lizzie' j Most people want to save money on
Engineer Selover and Fireman L.
never praise it enouph."
It adds enormously to a man's
Trainer are banking on having fewer
Holland, Noah, Ky.
necessaries so thjy can waste it pleasure of going to the theater and
the
TheChaugeof Lite lstnemostcnucai Ion the luxuries.
trials and tribulations on the road af
a gay supper party afterward to havo
period of a woman's existence, and
ter their engine, the 1217, has been
hie wife think he's iwetklng late at
neglect of health at this time invites
disease and pain.
supplied vlth a new set of fines They
Women Who Are Envied..
office.
the
remember
should
Womene very where
aren't turning a wheel till she comes
to
known
who
are
women
Those attractive
that there is no other remedy
out of the shop.
medicine that will so successfully carry lovely In face, form and temper are If You Are Worth $50,000 Don't. Read
A party consisting of E. E. Norton,
women through this trying period as
This
the envy of many, who might be like
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comnight clerk at the Alvarado hotel in
This will not interest you if Ton
made from native roots and them. A, weak, sickly woman will be
pound,
Albuquerque, John E. Maganson, cash
herbs.
fifty thousand dollar, but if yoa
ier. Miss Eva Pruden of Milwaukee,
For SO years it has been curing nervous and irritable. Constipation or are a man
of moderate means and canin pimples,
show
female
of
troubles
worst
forms
women
from
the
kidney
and Miss Coney Wagner of Buffalo,
ills inflammation, ulceration, dis- blotches, skin emotions and a wretch- not afford to employ a physician when
spent a day at Isleta. taking in the
placements, fibroid tumors, irregulari- ed complexion. For all such, Electric you have an attack of diarrhoea,
you
ties, periodic pains, backache, and Bitters work wonders. They
sights at the old pueblo.
RAILROAD NOTES
regulate will be pleased to know that one or
nervous prostration.
Mrs. G. W. Woods and children ar
liver
and
the
Kidneys, purify
two doses of Chamberlain's Colic and
If you would like special advice stomach,
Superintendent 3. M. Kurn went to rived in La Junta, Colo., from their
about your case write a confiden- blood; give strong nerves, bright eyes, Diarrhoea
Lamy on No. 9 last night.
Remedy will cure it .Thia
home in EI Paso, Texas, to join Mr.
tial letter to Mrs. Plnkbam, at pure breath, smooth, velvety skin,
lit free, lovely complexion. Many charming remedy has been in use for many
Harold Noyes is being relieved as Woods, who
advice
Mass.
Her
Lynn,
recently accepted the po
and always helpful.
women owe their health and beauty to years and is thoroughly reliable.
call boy at the local yard office by F. sition of
night depot agent at that
Price 25 cents.
For shIa
ai
them. COc at all druggists.
Kingery temporarily.
point Mrs. Woods was accompanied that"
dealers.
Tou can never be a great man so
Dr. G. W. Toakam, Santa Fe phys
"To begin with," I said, "poor Susan
by her father. Mr. O'Brien, who holds
h
The fact that a man has the
ician and surgeon at Cerrillos has the
long as you associate exclusively
position of chief rate clerk at El was probably dazed by being unexpect with small men.
We have often wondered what a
is no sign that
habit
been vlsit'ng this city.
a
lot
of
into
Indians,
edly
pitchforked
Paao.
does when he feels like
preacher
find
will
in
he
heaven.
rest
must
seemed
to
all
as
her."
Conductor C. E. Raney and crew
have
they
Samples of tha ballast used along
a
few remarks that wouldn't'
making
I.
Rev.
W. Williamson's Letter.
"No, she wasn't" interrupted Silvia,
caught the baseball special from Santa the Belen cut-of- f
'
in New Mexico of
look well In print,
A
for
if
said
Kit
she
liked
and
she
Card.
to
it
Fe
Rev.
Albuquerque yesterday.
Williamson, Huntington,
the Santa Fe railway have been re- hadn't
vaand
strapped every
packed
This is to certify that all druggists
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify
J. D. McKeegan, superintendent of ceived in
Chicago, and show gold and riety of bag and trunk for her would
A Wreck
that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy are authorized to refund your money
Harvey news agencies, was enroute copper. An assay, it is claimed, show- have been there yet."
is
the
fit
only
description for the man
to
exhaustion and kidney if Foley's Honey and Tar tail
for Albuquerque through here last ev- ed in the ballast $3 of
"Silvia," I returned, "it does seem for nervous
gold to the
or woman who to crippled with rheu
cure
cold.
or
It
tha
your
cough
stops
trouble
am
to
free
and
will
ening.
that
it
if
me
as
to
a
say
and
ton. Prospectors in the mountains In
pathetic situation
heals the lungs and prevents matism. Just a few rheumatic twin
Engineers Clevenger and Tapp
the neighborhood of the line have something had gone very wrong from do all that you claim for it" Foley's cough,
the beginning of life for her. Chil Kidney Remedy has restored health pneumonia and consumption. Con ges may be the forerunner of a Eevere
to Albuquerque yesterday on found ore which
no opiates. The genuine is in attack
assayed between $16 dren who are' not
stop the trouble at the start
encouraged in the and strength to thousands of weak. tains
fto. 1 for throttle duty out of that ter- and $20 to the ton.
a
yellow
package. O. G. Schaefet with Ballard' Snow Liniment Cures
doing of ki.idly actions and the giving run down
minal.
people. Contains no harm and Red Cross Drug Co.
One of the big excursions of the out of love grow up in an atmosphere
the rheumatism and all pain. Price
of stock continue Santa Fe
. LaTge shipments
ful drugs and is pleasant to take. O.
25c, 50c and $1.00. Sold by Center
system, that of Mrs. Cuth-ber- t, of repression which often colors their
affrom the lower country, tralnload
If you read it in The Optic it's so. Block Depot Drug Co.
will pass through Las- - Vegas, whole after lives. Expression is the O. Schaefe and Red Cross Drug Co.
one vital fact of
ter tralnload passing through he'-- al- July 13th. There will be 125
and those who
people do not learn thatlife,lesson early pay
SEEKS
most dally.
In the party and the train will consist
dearly for it in after years. Probably
T. C. Culley, a storekeeper for the of four 16 section tourist
.one
sleepers
poor Sue Lemon found, herself for the
a
Santa Fe, was a passenger from
compartment Pullman t.leep- - first time in her lifeln an atmosphere
to Pacific coas,t points on No. 7 er and a
dining car in addition to a which meant real living to her starved
last evening.
day coach and one bag soul, and, as often happens, her Jaeiag
A. S. Rankin, the only train inspec
car.
The party will go through was dumb, apparently unresponsive,
gage
as the mental vista of what she had
tor on tha entire Santa Fe system, to the coast
missed in life enrolled itself before
was in the city last evening, beaded
It Is expected that important busi- her. Women, Silvia, who, like most
coast
for the
ness will be transacted at the meet of our mutual friends, have their inand $15.00
for
Rosenwalds are selling $2.00
Trainmaster Ed Dowling and Gen- ing of the stockholders of the New dividual places as workers in the
eral Yardmaster E. McNamnra were Mexico Central railroad in Santa Fe world very seldom gauge what suffor $7.98, is question
writer,
must be experienced by the
in Las Vegas between trains yester- on the 7th of next month.
It is be- fering
to
face
comes
who
woman
The
;
day on official business.
is,
very thing1,
lieved that new directors and new of- face with thesuddenly
fact that she somehow
Chris Clay, clerk to Roadmasters ficers of the
selecwill
be
company
has not understood the great game of
Jack Elliott and Frank. Flalz at this di- ted. There has been a
big deal oend-- life that it has apparently been
vision point, spent the Sabbath with
ing for some time and the result of played without her having had a hand
friends in Raton one in particular. the
in it. And what you all took for alcoming meeting will be watched
most stupidity was probably an emoConductor L. D. Leeper deadheaded with interest.
tion which left her helpless in its
reto Albuquerque yesterday to bring
is
no
in
grip. Why, her very appreciation of
a
back engine 494, in transit to the
If you desire a clear complexion the creature comforts showed starvaseem.
duction
shops for a general overhaul- take Foley's Orino Laxative for con- tion somewhere, and It must have
ing.
stipation and liver trouble as It will been hard for her to suddenly realize
We want, at this time, to assure you it is the policy of this
Brakeman E. Ortiz, the only native stimulate these organs and thoroughthat what you women took as your
employed in this capacity here, took ly cleanse your system, which is what right, physically and intellectually,
house to advertise nothing we do not have or cannot fullfill.
a lay-ofin Albuquerque, Saturday everyone needs in the spring in or- had completely passed her by."
beto feel well. O. G. Schaefer and
der
"I
don't
me!"
said
"Dear
Silvia,
night, coming to his home in Las Red Cross Drug Co.
lieve Kit and Belle or the others ever
furthermore, if any one can show where we have raised
Vegasi.
thought of that. They just found her
'
Charles Geiger and T. Thompson, INTERESTING REPORT
a price before making a reduction, or willingly misrtpresen- queer, and she dropped on them like
wonboth employed as brakemen on the
OF NORMAL UNIVERSITY a bolt from the blue, and they
ted any article in our advertisements, we will present the
dered why."
south end, have resigned their posiSilvia.
will
tell
"I
why,
Every
tions and will try their luck in Los
Millard W. Browne, of this city, now and then you
in life we are startled
person so doing with the advertised article in question, free
Angeles, Cal.
secretary-treasure- r
of the board of re- by the unexpected, and It is necesBrakeman E. A Stern, who had
of all expense.
gents of the Normal university, has sary that we should be, in order for
been in the local railroad hospital for in course of
preparation and which us to understand something of the
a week, undergoing a surgical opera- will
'
in
Governor law of universality and how we are
be incorporated
if ROSENWALDS advertise a thing, you will find it there
Remember
to others. It is essential that
related
tion, has returned to hla duties on the George
Curry'3 annual report to the we should come in contact with every
cut-of- f
out of Belen.
secretary of the interior, the report phase of living, and through knowland find it just as advertised. At our Store you will also find many Bargains and excellent Values,
Engineer David A. Sulier returned of this institution of learning fur the
into a
and
grow
understanding
edge
on No. 1 yesterday from
Denver, scholastic year which closed May 26 larger and fuller life. And no it may
which are never advertised and will find an hour spent in in looking through our Store occasionwhere he was under treatment by a
It will be an interesting and volumi- be, Silvia, that the advenv. of. Sue
specialist for a stomach trouble that nous report showing the institution Lemon Into Belle's and Kitty's doveally profitably spent.
cote was just the thing they neded to
is now a thing of the past.
to be in a must flourishing condition awaken them
life
is
fact
the
to
that
Mrs. Riifina' Vigil de Armijo lost and a
great factor in the upbuilding bounded by more than what we see
her J5.000 damage case against the and advancement of the Greater Las on our immediate
Semi-Annu- al
horizon, and that
Santa Fe Railway company in the
Vegas that is soon to be an accom- peculiar as Sue was she was yet a
a related whole, there for a
Socorro court, for the killing of her
plished fact,' and as an educational part of
closes on the evening of the 30th, after which date many of the bargains now to be had, can not
husband two years ago. Chief Justice and commercial center.
special purpose, and they in their
turn gave her a new glimpse into the
Garden of Life and probably awakened
be secured. If you have not already supply yous needs, don't fail to visit us during the next
a desire in her for the
Bo You
without which no soul can develop
two days, as it means
'
into fullness of being."
bed-room-
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Feel This Way?

Do you feel all tired out p Do you sometime!
think you just can't work away at your profei- or trade any longer P Do you have a poor ape
'
tite, and lay awake at nights unable to sleep P Are
f
W
you' nerves all if one. and your stomach too P Has am
bition to forge ahead in the world left youP If to, yon
might as well put a stop to Your misery. You cam do it if
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will
you will.
make you different individual. It will set your lazy liver
to work. It will set things right in your stomach, and
your appetite will come back. It will purify your blood.
If there is any tendency in your family toward consumption.
it will keep that dread destroyer away. Even after confoothold in the form of
sumption has almost gained
lingering cough, bronchitis, or bleeding at the lungs, it will bring about
cure in 98 per cent, of all cases. It is a remedy prepared by Dr. R. V.- Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y., whose advice is given free to all who wish to write him. His
great success has come from his wide experience and varied practice.
g
dealer into taking inferior substiDon't be wheedled by a
tutes for Dr. Pierce's medicines, recommended to be "just as good." Dr.
Pierce's medicines are op known composition. Their every ingredient printed
g
Made from roots without alcohol. Contain no
on their wrappers.
drugs. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
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penny-grabbin-

habit-formin-

The Polite Motorman.
The car was full when she got in,
mostly men.- Nobody got up to give
her a seat, though she swayed and
swayed and nearly fell when the car
turned the corner. Finally she walked
to the front and stepped out and stood
by the motorman. He turned and sa?
her standing there.
"You are not allowed to ride on the
platform, madam," said he.
"I'm only going a little way," she
answered, "and I like to be out here,
In the south,
if you don't mind.
where I come from, no gentleman remains seated while a lady is standing,
and you are the only one in the car
who isn't remaining seated. Except,
of course, the conductor, who is walk-r- ..r, in,) down." New York Preaa.
.

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET

to take advantage of our present price reductions.
Goods and Summer goods of every description can be bought at a saving
All
to
until the evening ef the 30th, and our guarantee goes with every
of
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COLD BLOODED MURDER

He will you snare my ion
Yes. when you have a house
She
the on it that is paid for. Judge.
to
11
according
o'clock
that
night,
(Silver City Enterprise)
woman's testimony, Davila stole upon
Jealousy over a woman was the
Tommv Paw. I've heard you talk
at their camp and without warn
murder In them
cause of a
blood. about Easy street Where Is it!
In
cold
down
Terrazes
shot
ing
Cottonwood canyon on the road to the
Mr. Tucker It's at the furthe end
He was shot twice, once through the
Lower Gila, about forty miles south- back of the head, the bullet penetrat- of a long, rough and hilly tnorougnWork
street,
Hard
my
called
near
fare
west of SUrer City, last
Monday ing the brain and passing out
Tribune.
night between 10 and 11 o'clock At the mouth and causing instantaneous boy. Chicago
that time Manuel Terrazes, the mur- death, the other through the lower
'1 can marry a rleh girl, whom I do
dered man, and a woman, Guadalupe part cf the cheeV and coming out on
not
of
nature
love, or a penniless girl, waon: I
the
From
side.
the
other
Vea,- with whom he had been living
for the last four years, were camped the wound, the bullet was .44 or .45 love dearly. Which bhall I dov'
"Follow the dictates of yof heart,
near the tpring In the canyon.. They calibre. The body of the murdered
the pocr.
were on their way to the Tower Gila man was nol found until Wednesday, my boy, and be hnp. Marry
t
iuuJ
yu
wouia
where Terrazes was taking the woman when a lad, the son of a neighboring one, ana say or
OTi
TY1A 11 fflA tfltTlAr
miiuuuV'iuK
to reside as he did not care to have ranchman, discovered it on a high t.tnnlnff
"hpr live in lieopold with him, where bench of land above the spring. He LIpplncott's.
he was employed, owing to the wiles immediately reported the discovery
Don't you
Indiscriminate Giver
of Alvlno Davila. another suitor of and Deputy Sheriff Telles summoned
to
hard
along?
get
a coroner s jury wnicn arter viewing find it very
whom Terrazes was Jealous.
Earlier in the day It Is alleged Davila the remains rendered a verdict of Gentleman with Eye Trouble
Somethin awful, lady. Why, the cost
was on his way back from the lower murder.
livln' is goin' up o that the cop on
of
Telles started after the man and
Gila, having gone there to get the
satisfied
thla
beat, who used t"be
on
their
them
to
woman
overtook
and
woman and bring her to Leopold
lot me
won't
cents
60
a
week,
live with him. Terrazes hearing of way to Leopold and In company with with
an' a
dollar
a
less'n
for
work
here
Danoti
Sheriff McGrath, who had been
Davila's intentions, started after
Puck.
half.
took
on
murder
woman
of
fied
the
and
the
met
him
by phone,
vila and
their way back. According to the them to Sliver CItx where they were
An artist had finished a landscape
woman's story he made her get down locked in the county Jail. They had
he beheld an Irish
from the vehicle in which they were their preliminary hearing before Jus and on looking up
canvas. fcWell,"
at
his
to
over
navvy gazing
riding, at the point of a gun and ac- tice Newcomh and were bound
"do you
familiarly,
said
the
artist,
The
bail.
without
Gila.
They the grand Jury
company him back to the
like
a
make
could
picture
started back, Tarrazes and the wom- woman is about 25 years of asr and suppose you
his
Irishman
The
mopped
that?"
old
by
has a "daughter three years
an, Davila going on to Leopold,
a moment "Sure, a man
forehead
10
and
Terrazes.
between
However,
c'n do anuything if he's druv to ut,"
he
replied. Philadelphia Inquirer.
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cold-bloode-
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F I were a benighted heathen,"
said the girl who
likes to talk, "I
know where I'd
burn conciliatory
Incense. I would
not scatter it about
I'd bunch it,
pounds of it and
have a regular
bonfire before the
of malign
god
fate. Oh! there
must be one, you

RAibber Tire Vehicles
a good variety of Rubber
fWc have
Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER
In Our

REPOSITORY

know!
"Now,

there was
the other night
when we were to
meet Genevieve
downtown for dinTUB PLAZA
ner. Genevieve is
our dearest friend
Jom out of town and is visit
shore suburb.
ing in a north
Her trip to Chicago was mainly to shop. From her first waking
Try our Yankee Coal No soot and little ash
moment to the instant when she closed
her eyes at night she was going to do
nothing but tear madly about from
store to store, buying, matching, com
paring, ordering, charging and send
ing home. She was to have no thought
of anything else. This she had beat
Everything in the building line Lowest prices
en in upon our brains through letters
A complete stock of wall paper.
and telephone mensages. Even taking
time to dine with us downtown was
for her a great concession.
PHONE MAIN 56
"I found my sister the afternoon of
the dinner, regretfully putting aside
her new
shantung
frock that I knew she was absolutely
dying to wear somewhere. Also she
replaced her hat with the willow
plumes amid Its tussue paper wrapEPWORTH LEAGUE NOTES.
Ascum How are your friends, the pings and resolutely kept her eyes
IN SOCORRO COUNTY
Cltlmans?
away from the fluffy evening wrap.
We can't wear 'em,' she told me
Subbubs Why er we can hardly
Eastern and English capitalist:; acbe said to be friends now. The Cltl dolefully, though firmly. How she
I hrd been holding similar rites
(Contributed.)
mans no longer reside in Philadelphia, knew
cording to Dr. P. W. Seward, the
over my pink broadcloth and rose hat
(incorporated)
Meth
at
the
services
The
evening
you know. ,
founder of Romero Ranch Resort five
I don't know. 'We can't wear 'em
church Sunday were largely
odist
had
I
I
heard
know:
Ascum
they
will
have been shopping
Genevieve
miles south of Las Vegas, have purattended and of a very helpful char- moved out into the country whera you all day of course, and be In ber street
WHOLESALE
chased at Silver City all the hold- - acter. The Epworth League meet
clothes and we don't want to make her
are.
and Dealer In
ings of the Mogollon Gold and Cop-- lng unjer the leadership of Mr. Benj.
That's Just it: : we're feel uncomfortable. It wouldn't do!'
Subbubs
No!"
I
agreed, sadly, 'it wouldn't
WOOL,
per company, situated in the Mogol- Eitelgeorge was full of interest. An neighbors now. Ex.
Isn't it a shame? I suppose It means
Ion mountains in Socorro county and enthusiastic spirit of appreciation was
tailor suits!'
a paymert of $50,000 will be made im- - manifested by the leaguers toward
A butcher of a certain village be
" 'Yes,' said my sister with the light
Home at
of. the; their old comrade.' For five years Mr. ing a devout Christian, whenever he of martrydom in her eyes. 'And not
mediately upon a transfer
La
of
this
was
member
Eaat
a
H.M.,
M., Tuountoarl,
Albuquerque,
sent a business note Invariably ac even lace waists. No human being
Vega,Mm
property, the balance being paid in j Eitelgeorge
Mm
can wear a lace waist to stop in, so
M, Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
M.,
installment. The property which will chapter. Four years ago he decided companied it wtth a text.
Logan,
M;
probably will have on Just
chanee hands In this sale, is consld- - to study for the ministry and enterA certain lady, wishing him to kill Genevieve
a tailored one. I shall wear my plain
is
He
Denver.
of
south
ed,
the
in
the
University
to
some of her pigs, sent him a letter
ered one of the best
est wash waist and you do the same
BAIN WAGONS, the Best Farm Wagon mada
making a fine record in the univer- notify him of the fact, to which he and of course we'll wear our street
west
a
of
student
as
charge.
and
pastor
entire
proper- sity
RACINE -- SATTLEY CO., Vehicles
sent the following reply:
hats.'
It is understood the
will be Mr. Eitelgeorge preached at the reit
and
that
sac
we
for
bonded
ourselves
robed
on
the
"So
will
I
call
will
be
"Dear
Madam:
Friday
ty
NAVAJO BLANKETS
developed at once. These properties gular church service last night His to kill your hogs, without fall. Yours, rlfice. It was a real sacrifice, because
if there Is anything which is a joy
A
are known to be very' rich and but for subject was, "The Church of God." Mr. B,
on earth to me it is to get into my
TitN. B. 'Be ye also ready.'"
the turmoil during the past few years It was a thoughtful sermon. His debest clothes and dine downtown in a
is
diction
his
and
is
pleasing
Bits.
between the different managements, livery
fashionable restaurant and know I
The spiritual
t
the stockholders and others, it is be- of the very best
look as welt as the rest of 'em !
" 'Maybe, my sister said as we
A member of the Nebraska legisla
lieved the properties would have paid perspective and interpretation of his
theme was certainly clear, safe and ture was making a speech on pome slunk into the most exclusive cafe in a.ooo lbs.,
more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
large dividends.
helpful. Every one felt that he was momentouh question, .and, In conclud- town where Genevieve and my' sister's 1,000 lb5., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c
100 lbs.
husband and his brother were to Join
listening to a strong man a man ing, said:
The Big Head
Ibsi
100
to
each
200
30c
lbs.,
1,000
per
lbs.,
seedelivery,
us severally, 'maybe strangers
"In the words of Daniel Webster,
la of two kind conceit and the big with a mission and a future of large
each
100 lbs.
to
will think we've Just got into
us
200
40c
lbs.,
per
ing
delivery,
lbs.,
50
head that comes from a sick head- possibilities. The Epworth League who wrote the dictionary, Glv me town from off the train and of course
Less
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
record. Of
our trunks haven't come. We've got
ache. Does your head ever feel like may well be proud of its
liberty or give me death."
are
the
three
members
its
run
we
entering
don't
One of his colleagues pulled at his to trust to luck that
a gourd and your brain feel loose
one the law, one the dea- - coat and
across anybody we know! Horrors!
whispered:
and sore? You can cure It In no miniat,
are the Plankingtons and that's
conness work, one the foreign mis"Daniel Webster did not write the There
time by acting on your liver with
a real lace frock or I'll eat my hat!
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
while
sion
die
field,
choosing
many
Isn't it worth
dictionary; it was Noah."
Ballard's Herbine.
Hide behind this
like
I'd
to,
anyhow!
purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas
certain teaching and other definite vocations.
"Noah nothing," replied the speak pillar!'
trying for the absolute andBlock
amous. Omce: 701 Douglas avenue.
DeCenter
relief you'll get?
nurraio
"We did so, occupying the idle mo
er; "Noan built tne arK. '
Dallclous Banana Cream.
pot Drug Co
ments in dusting soot from each othNews.
This recipe i3 highly recommend
er's noses. You see, being in shop
excuse
A man likes to think that a woman by one of our correspondents; try It
A small Wichita boy's father is a ping garb, we didn't have any
for ordering a taxicab to bring us
thinks he is better than he knows he for dessert tomorrow.
democrat. But at the grandfather's
from
Peel five large bananas, rub smooth house all are republicans, and when down and had taken the trainbesides
is.
lake wind
The
Park.
Hyde
with five teaspoonfuls of sugar. Add he visited the latter
place he heard- a peppering us with soot had blown our
one teacup sweet cream beaten to a
Could Not Be Better.
many Jolts flung at democracy hair endwise. We weren't happy. Far
good
No one has ever made a salve, oint stiff froth, then add one 10c package and its friends. He tried to stay loy- from It.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
Vt
JELL-dissolved in
Of
"The two men arrived next.
ment, lotion or balm to compare with of Lemon
al, however.
In
mold
lmto
weren't
Pour
water.
evening
course,
they
Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Its the one teacups boiling
One day his aunt was helping him clothes
either, in concession to the
Seeds and Seeders
and when cold garnish with candle!
with his lessons, when he spirit of the occasion.
through
perfect healer of cuts, corns, burns,
with
cream,
Serve
cherries.
whipped
ulcers,
bolls,
a
corner
his
books into
bruises1, sores, scalds,
flung
"While we sat surveying dne anothWool, Hides and Pelts.
or any good pudding sauce. JELL-- 0 suddenly
of the room and said:
we saw a huge touring
salt rheum. For sore eyes, cold
er
grumpily
All kinds of Native Products.
10c
at
all
Grocers
per
Ii sold by
"Auntie, it's no use. I'm not go- car spin up to the entrance and a
eores, chapped hands its supreme. InGrain
Sacks, Hay Presses.
aD
therefallible for piles. Only 25 cents at
ing to learn to read. It's no use, 1 French fashion plate descend course.
of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
Wholesalers
of
It
Is
from.
Genevieve,
Oh,
druggists.
tell you. Why, I've got to he a demo
What a strain ther9 must be on the
She had dutifully gone out to the
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
he crat, anyway." Kansas City Journal. north shore suburb after her shopping
Does the ugly chorus girl come mind of ithe man who thinks
to prepare for the gala occasion! Mayknows it all!
under the head of "stage frights?"
r
Territory for
A
annum clerk in oDe of be the prince of India's wife or daughHeadquarters In
I
doubt
rivaled
but
have
ter
her,
might
Uncle Sam's departments at Wash
ington wa recently approached by a it.
"From the point of view of an inwho asked If it were true,
nocent nonparticipant In the occasion
as rumor had it that the $900 person
Genevieve was a lifetime's expensive
was about to marry.
dream, but from the infinitesimal spot
"It is," was the laconic response. on earth which my sister and I occubeen one of the
The absolute vegetable purity of S.S.S. has always reasons
why it is
"Surely, old man," said the other, pied at that instant she was a finger
and is one of the principal
in its
of a blood medicines. A with that freedom permitted an lntl of scorn pointed at our cowering,
used
rULL LINE OF MEXICAN AKCIE SOAP
Smost points
and
universally
known
forms; The men oh, what
blood purifiers are really nothing mow than mate friend, "you don't think that
Seat manywidely
of the
on
do men care whether they have on
which act so unpleasantly and dtrouslyeven
strong mineral mixturesand
your present income would Justify you low-cu- t
tissues of the stonmcb. a. nd bowels, that
waistcoats or not? They Just
the delicate membranes
which
th
in
digestive In taking a wife."
the condition
11 such treatment purified the blood,
on Genevieve and forgot
beamed
the
than
onguial
often be more damaging to the health
sail1 the
To
be
frank,"
system is left would
perfectly
and
blood
all
purifiei
greatest of
trouble. Not so with S. S. S. it is the and
I must say that Genevieve behaved
harmless .remedy. I is made other, "I do not."
at the same time is an absolutely safe extracts
of
roots, herbs
beautifully to us. Everybody In the
and
on
"Then
can
what
juices
be
earth
and
your
cleansing
.
.
of
the
healing
entirely
Meet your Friends at.
bv Physicians in
cafe looked at her so Intently that
na,
f SU-T- T.
Z
have proven S. S. S. to contain reason for taking this serious step?" don't think anybody noticed us. Prob
"I have no reason," was the calm
ably the general impression was that
-"I am in love."
Des& uuuu ouoia.
LIppln we were her maids or secretaries.
response.
tne
5ZsAe.Wo-- Blood Poison
rn.L. swn ri.0afiS. Scrofula. Contagious
"That isn't all. What do you sup
the system faT perfect condition cott's.
5S
tt
and aU oft blod
those benighted men' had done?
pose
tne Diooa. xuu. tuuuuus
when it has
v- .- punned
desired sent free to
Call up Main 2 when you have any Something had been said about going
D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.
,ri or,? mfidinal adviceSPECIFIC
to a vaudeville after dinner. That gave
CO., ATLANTA, CA. news. The Optio wants it
THE SWIFT
chance
another
the god of mailt fate
to get in his work!
Old Taylor Bourbon & Sherwood liya
"I suppose," said the girl, gloomily,
Sorved Blrooi from
"that if we had toeged ourselves out
as we wanted to Genevieve would have
LAXATIVS
Billiard Hall in connection.
met us In a raincoat, a bicycle cap
That's
and an iniured expression!
HONRY
4..
why I soy If I were a heathea I'd
-Throat
Curci Coug hi, Colds, Croup, La Grippe.
buy the most efficient incense burner
everit
find
and
I
could
working
keep
and
Ccntumsttea
Pwventt
Ks4LucffTroubla.
time!" Chicago Daily News.
FOR SALE BY O. . 8CHAEFER A ND RED Cnss DRUG COMPANY
M
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Charles Ilfeld Co.

2000 POUriDC

TO THE TOIL

GOOES LUMBER CO.

T

GROSS, KELLY

dnd

CO.

MERCHANTS

1

HIDES

and PELTS
f.

Peoo,

-

Retail Prices:

or

per

than

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Browne & lanzanares Co.

O

a,

the

900-pe-

PURELY

Py, Agricultural

mpletjebts

tailor--

garbed

;

T'

lV..

Opera Bair

,T'C;ft.

ih
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rouR
citizens." Charge after
desirable
charge has gone to Washington from
the fat cottonwood town. And othESTABLISHES 1879.
er little things have occurred her
and here that do not p'.nce the burg
PUBLISHED BY
In an enviable light. The exprev
The Optic Publishing Company 8 Ion of its sentiment items to he
(uqoBPoaiTito)
fully and .absolutely Ja the control
of a very bad type of knockers. We
M. M. PADGETT.
EDITOR do not, refer to Its newspapers but
to certain of Us citizens.
As an Indication of what has been
we relate a l'ttle hut lu- happening
'
mlnous Incident. There has been
Entered at the Postofflc
at East pom trouble down tber about a
Vegas, N. VL, as seoond-clae-a
pec-land company. Some Iowa
:
tter.
Not- - long
were Interested.
; pie
'
ago one of these Iowa people went
;
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
to the chambers of the Judge of the
district court and Insulted him while
Da'ly
Per Tear by Carrier
$7.00 he was engaged In the performance
.65 of his offlclal duties. The man was
Per Month by Carrier
.20 committed to jail for sixty days for
Per Week j Carrier
contempt. A very light sentence
Weekly.
considering the offense. But after
One Tear
"
muon t0 blame
'.
"I jj100 411 the man ,s not 80which
Elx Months
"
has allow
as the community
ed a feeling to grow up tliat warrantA TRAITOR'S CAMP
ed that man In his action. He would
not have dared to do It had he not
"Spless' ugly remarks about Ala- been encouraged by whtt he heard
mogordo have been duly filed. Now and saw In Alamogordo.
let him come out as a candidate for
The real trouble lies In' the petty
delegate to congress." Alamogordo and sometimes vicious spirit that Is
Advertiser.
rampant In the town. It Is a queer
Well. well. This Is serious, isn't town. First It deliberately forced
It?
the railroad company t3 remove its
shops from Alamogordo to Carrizozo.
Now, without desiring to be understood as championing tie cause of And recently It has been and sttll la
Its level best to get rid of the
Mr. Spless or any other man In any doing
of the sixth Judicial
headquarters
reway whatever, this little item
district.
minds us of an abstract proposition
A town that by petty and mean
that we Intended to dlscusd some
makes it possible for an out- time ago but forgot In view of cer- feeling
. sider or anyone else to think he can
tain activities in Alamogordo for !
Insult the court with Impunity does
some time past it is hardly becomnot
deserve consideration.
ing for the Advertiser to threaten
And on top of all this, one of Its
town'
anything or anybody. The
makes a threat. Pah!
should be, and we think 1 3, scared papers
to death. It is on
legs poliGET ACTION
tically And otherwise.
This condition is due largely to
No amount of talk will result in the
the fact that Alamogordo has harbored within her limits certain in- - consolidation of East and West Las
fcr talk has pass
divlduala whom a recett president, , Vegas. The
who has since turned elephant shoot- ed and the time for Kction has come.
er, would have justly termed "un- - I Obviously the various organizations

Ghc guilij Optic
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Better Stir uo Your Liver a Little!
bile

Not too much, just a little, just enough to start the

nicely.

directly on the liver. Made for the treatment of constipation,
Ask your doctor if he knows
biliousness, dyspepsia,
a better pill for a sluggish liver. Then follow his advice. iSitlSi:
e.
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the two towns should be the first action, and The Optic merely hopes
bodies to take some action in tbi: to accelerate the movements of the
matter which is of cuch vital Impor- commercial clubs. Wo trust that
tance to the present and future of these bodies will take ho the matter
a Greater Las Vegas Among the or of consolidation at a very early date.
ganizations of the two towns the
commercial bodies the Commetrcial
STRICKEN IN SURF
club on itb Eiit sld and . the Las
Vega club on the West side aretht
(Continued from Page iy
logical leaders in the matter. The
trusof
board
council
the
and
city
ents when a mere babe seven weeks
tees can not very giscefully take the old. She was reared aid educated
lead because, theoretically at least, here,
graduated from the New Mexthey are supposed to be (Be voices ico Normal University and had
of the people; they should speak aftaught school continuously ever' sine,
ter (the people havi thought. The :her first term at Watrcus, N. M.
v
cuy iob ww
Those who knew this gracious life are
nave among weir memuereuiii mo debtors to that which all are privilrepresentative business men of eith- eged to owe. It is a wonderful gift
er side of the river. A thorough
of God when He puts within reach of
of the question of consollda- - associates a
personality so true and
tion and an open and frank expres-- l
sweet
so
and lovable, so free
strong,
sion inereon uy uwo ciuua, imuusu-e- d from bitterness, so' full of sympathy,
in the form of official resolutions,
so enthusiastic In devotion to things
would serve as an excellent index to
that are most worth doing in this
the state of popular feeing.
world. Such lives make possible a
Again, Ithe commercial clubs are
clinging to the divine ideal. To have
supposed to be Organized for the pur- known Irene Whltmore was to know
pose of bettering, or at least for as- a daughter In whom her father and
sisting materially to better, the
mother relied with unbroken trust,
of the city and town.,The!r a
iriena steadfast ana sincere, an
membership indicates this to some
rt chrlst;an whosefaith wa8 a
extent. Tnus it can dp readiiy seeu
realtty. She was a young woliving
that Khey occupy the pivotal posi- man possessed of a fine analytic
tions In this question of consollda-- : mind fiha maa n IrApn student! vhn
tion. , They should be tl e first to dig loved
knowledge for its own sake and
rtoonlir Intn t)i various Hides of the L
inborn sense of refinement,
.
her
.
question wltn a view or aeciamg coupled with her scholsrly culture,
whether or no consolidation will be
developed a mentality comprehensive
for the good of the Incorporation they
and artistic. Socially she was a
unofficially represent. Their conclu- charming companion and no affair
sions should then be submitted to was
complete without her. In church
11
anil tha hnnrrt nf
association she was an untiring force,
trustees for their enlightenment and To know
her was to rely upon her.
information.
Out of the life of the beautiful she
The Optic suggests, therefore, that
has gone into the sunlight of the
called meetings of the Commercial
hereafter.
club and the Lis Vigas club be held
:
and that the question of consollda-Per-- MISS WHITMORE'S DEATH
tion be thoroughly discussed.
RECALLS LIKE ACCIDENT
hans matters would be greatly ex- The death of Miss Whitmore at
peaitea oyineappoinimtnioicommw
tees to consider and report on heads
Beach, recalls a similar accl
or nronositions for discussion by the Long
.
r
n i.
i
j al uceau
club as a whole and questions to be ueul wull;u utl
Cal-.
three years ago, and which came
answered. It is possible that a small
r
Commer-ineaclaiming the life of Mrs. James
joint committee from the
cial and Las Vegas clab could meetiS. Duncan, jr., who was then Miss
and frame a list of questions to be Georgia Murray. Mrs. Duncan was
discussed by the tw.i bodies separat-- 1 enjoying an outiug at Ocean Park at
In this way some uniformity ithe time. While surf bathing sha was
ely.
would be obtained and time would caught by the undertow and carried
seaward. She screamed for help and
be saved.
These suggestions are made sim-- had given up all hope of being res
pry as suggestions. For after all, cued, when Dona Telll, an Italian and
the
principal thing Is to get widely known as a band leader on the

In

Wtch

ment
$1250
Gents' Silveroid Case, with a 7 jewel ELGIN or
.
, WALTH AM
$5.50 i
'
Ladies' Gold Filled Case, guaranteed with either
ELGIN or WALTHAM movement, .
..$12.13
WE INVITE A COMPARISON OF OUIt PRICES

ulu

.'

con-ditio-

,

ra''

,

1

Specials

A few specials which we are offering for a short
time at SPOT CASH ONLY.
Gents' Gold Filled Case guaranted 20 years, fitted
with a 17 jeweled, ELGIN or WALTHAM move-

J.

H.

Jeweler and Optician.

TAUPERT,

Las Vegaa, X.,M.

-:-

606 Douglas Avenue.

-

Cantors Guarantee Shoo Ctoro

T,,f,r:v "Worthmore"
Fine Shoes for Everybody:

We've Just got in a complete stock of. the famous
ll
"Worthmore" fine shoes made by
of Kansas City. See our unique window display and
come iu and get a Souvenir Style Book free.
Ellet-Kenda-

STYLES
15"THESNAPPY
PAIR"
RED TAG ON
EVERY

for women, $3.00; for children,
every
$:.50 to $1.00. Kvery shoe made on honor
plainly
shoe ruaranteed the pi ice and trade-mnrl- c
stamped on every p'lir. If you are looking for the
finest ihoe made here it it and at a price that
proves real economy.
For men,

"

$.1.50;

Comfort Wear

TUB

WORTHMORE"

ISAM

SHIRO

Thil Trad Mark
Staoijwdoa Trjr Pair

Style

S0.50

Full line of Radiant Hosiery, (the make that
wears so Well.
Mm
WALSEN BLOCK,

Pacific coast, with his brother, plung
ed Into thti sarf and rescued her from
watery grave. She was almost
dead when taken out of the water,
but responded to emergency trea'ment
to resuscitate her.
.

SUSPECTS

Style No. 273

-

juts
"Worthmore" Bhoeii are made i
of the tluest, softest and most
durable upper leather, oak
silk: stitclilnK, solid
soles, fntih
rnlnr hooks and
linla
than any
eyelets. They will give more comfort and wear longer
shoe you ever wore, lu the very latest styles for both men?
not
women.
Yoo
a
why
need
today
and
pair

IN LAS VEGAS

JAIL NOT RIGHT MEN
)

Chief of Police Ben Coles

last

ev-

ening received a telephone message
from Chief Thoaias McMillin of Albu
querque, In whlci he stated that the
second man wanted for crlminal'y as
Majorlbanks
saultlng Mrs. Goldey

Casf las Vega, K.

near Albutiuerque on Thursday last,
had been taken Into custody, and that
the suspects Chief Coles had In jail
here were not the badly wanted men.
However, Manuel Flores, the man
who fitted the description of one of the
much wanted fugitives, very closely,
will be taken back to Albuquerque to
serve out a jail sentence there, he
having escaped from custody while
working with a street gang. While
Chief Coles was disappointed at not
landing at least one of the men, at the
same time" his arrest of the' suscts
proved he was on the lookout for
them. -

J

Announcement
V.

A

Palmer's .Salesman

.

,

Mislir Undergarments

WE open up our Sale with Cut Prices on Muslin Underwear, from our regular
stock. The stock is large and well selected, the choosing is ample the garments
are of the best; the prices are way below values. A shipment received
only a few days ago will be included in this sale late styles in trim?
ming, new designs in embroideries and laces. The following prices
will give you an idea of the values we are offering:

at About
Cost.

Lawns

The continued cold weather is the cause of our offering
Seasonable merchandise at such low prices.- The radical cut on these Lawns should bring a host of
buyers. The best will be picked over first, so do not tarry.
The Sale includes the entire stock white,
figured, striped, flowered:

24c

35c Lawns
25c

"

20c

"

....0O
14o
11o

15c

12

c

"

8

"

Qneiojt

beautifully trimmed

Neat designs,

New lot just received.

New trim

mings in laces and embroideries. 'The

7o

.75

"

"

best quality garments we have ever
38c
shown. No loose threads; no seams
57c

Go

1.00

"

"

75c ripping;

......Soyd.

1.25

"

"

94c

150

"

"

L75

-

4l

lOo

"

Petticoats

in new laces or embroideries.

Lawns

10c
l--

coloredi

Colored

Economy Linen

t

.50

Corset Covers

i.

$1.13
.'

1.32

,

Drawers

Key and
.

ly

-

A large

S

Ginghams
A large assortment including wide and narrow stripes, small
and large checks, Red, Blue, Brown, Tan, O
Lavender. Regular 12
value. Special, .O 1

1XJC

y

$1.50 Petticoats
1.75

assortment,

well selected

"

1--

1.50

"

2.00

"

,2.50

:

,,

,

:

"

1.69

;

.'.

2.50
3.00
3.50

"

75c

4.00

"

$1.13

5.00

"

1.60
1.89

5.00

"

stock, lace and embroidery trimmed.
t.
.65 Drawers
49c

-

"

9.oo

BACHARACH

-

1.88
a.2ff
2.63
3.00
3.75
4.50
0:7a

East Las Vegas, N. M.

'

.

$1.00 Lisle Vests, Hand Crochet,".".'.
75c Swiss Ribbed Silk Lisle,- ;

.

-

J

Vici-ki-

Patent leathers,

d,

CHILDREN'S Sandals, Ties, Vici-ki- d
5; Children's to Misses' 1. Special,

$1.99
and Patent;

sizes

$1.0O

Men's Shoes and Oxfords
In Black Vici or Patent, Tan, Oxfords, $4.00
lues.

va-

$2.93

Special,

....
.

Men's Shirts
Negligee and Golf, plain colors or fancy striped or
checked, all sizes some Pleated, Cuffs attached or detached;
these are fine values and if you want a bargain don't miss
this.
'

f

.

Values are $1.25, $1.S0 and $1.75. Special,
35c Men's Balbriggan Underwear.
35c Men's Silk Lisle Hose

$5.00 Boys' Suits, new, with
pants

2

pair Knickerbocker

$1.00
24o
20o.

" .

.

1

. . .

$1.39

89c

.5 Do

M

'

$3.05

BACHARACH
R
East Las Vegas,

'

7

The Store of Quality

Women's Vests
$1. 75 Women's Swiss Ribbed Silk Vests,

Footwear

Ties, Pumps, Oxfords in Tans,
$3.00, $3 50, $3.75. Special,

32

1.50

"

s

$1.13

The Extra Good Values m

The Store of Quality

Ladies wishing to see the new styles for Fall,
please call.

well

sewed.

2.25

1.60

l--

laces and trimmings

2.00

r"

Better than linen because ir does not wrinkle
Grecian, border and stripe. Reg- Special,
uglar value 25c yard.

:..

ar

Tuesday, June 29th

Womchisidn-Corset Covers

Ready-to-We-

Garments for women and misses, for
which we are sole agents, will be at our store,
in the forenoon only,

Specia.1 Sa.le of Women's

I

representing the big Chicago house for

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

trustworthy
methods during, the
many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trad- -'
in with us. While
working for a business we have been
working for a repuJ
tation; we have gain- -'
ed it and it will be0

f

:

;'

-

upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac- tory deal we gua-- .

5

;
'

'

'

rantee that.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE.

ANU Wfc UtLIVLH

PERSONALS.
Geo. Kroft is here today from .Nevada, Mo. .
C. A. Nickerson is at La Pension

hotel from Denver.
Albert H. .tones was a visitor to
town yesterday from F.oclada.
Mrs. M. R. Jones arrivod at the
Castaneda yesterday from Chicago,
Rev. J. 6. Moore of this city fiMed a
preaching appointment at Raton yesterday. .
Relngrueber
Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
drove out to El Porvenir and Hermit's
lodge yesterday.
EL J. Fergson and wife book at the
New Optic from Chicago; H. J. Murphy from Santa Fe.
F. E. Valdea left for Springer yesterday- to look after his cattle interests in Cclfax county.
.. Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Bates are visiting town, city and mountain resorts
from Rocky Ford, Colo.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Lipman and' W.
a
H. Lowden are guests at Hotel
from San Francispo.
Otto Kuhn reached this Meadow
Leo
Gotham:
city yesterday from
Flemister from Kansas City.
H. W. Kelly Is at home again from
a southern business trip that had
neither beginning nor ending.
Judge O. T. Toombs Is over from
Clayton today; likewise A. W. Tanner and Attorney Win. J. Eaton.
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Rosenwald

the city yesterday, ticketed for home
and business from a visit to Rates
on legal matters.
special
Judge Ellsworth Iugalia,
U. S. attorney engaged In the work
of prosecuting Indian depredation
claims, arrived In the city from Albu
querque this afternoon. ;
W. E. Gcrtner is combining Import
ant business with real pleasure on a
trip to Raton today.
Mrs. J, B.' Hodgdon, president of
the Rebekah' assembly, reached the
city this afternoon from her borne In
DemlngN. M. She will pay an official visit to the local lodge tomorrow
evening a' I. O. O. F. hall
Mrs. C. J. Stoner arrived from St
Joseph, Mo., Saturday evening, and is
C.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. H
Smith. Mrs. Stoner will spend the
summer In Las Vegas and vicinity,
visiting and looking after Ijer property interests.
Dr. F. T. V. Fest came back th's af
ternoon from a hurried run up to Val- ,
mora ranch.
Chas. H. Stevenson, the passenger
conductor who Is et'il in exceedingly
high glee over that piece of incipient humanity t his bouse, came
to the city this afternoon from Raton
and Is momentarily receiving the con
gratulations of his friends,
Mrs. T. J. Haywood departed this
afternoon for Covington, Ky., intend
ing to stop off in Chicago several
days.' She will be Joined in Raton
on the trip by her ster, Mrs. Parker
Wells.
J. B. Ford, a former chief train
dispatcher here, and now similarly
occupied at AmadKi Texas., came
to town on No. 10 (this afternoon,
He will remain till tomorrow after
noon.
Myer Hurley of Argentine, Kan
chairman of a 'ocomotlve engineers'
committee, was an arriving passen
ger from "Albuquerque this afternoon,
H. M. Sweezy, local chairman for
the B. R. T.. returned this afternoon
from an ofSclal trip to San Marcial

Cas-taned-

Sanitary Davenports, 15.10
only at

65c for $1.00 pair Lace "Curtains.
All other' Lace Curtains at 20
percent off this month only at
ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.

Of

$10.95 for $16.50 Vernis Martin
All-Ste-

el

Beds, with
posts, only at

ROSENTHAL FURNITURE

CO.

'he Celebrated "Hodges" Fiber

Sanitary Matting: at 35cyard
this week only at

.

The "Glenfield" Card Tables
$3.00. only at
The

Feather-Weisr-

ht

Card Tables, Leather or
Felt Tops $4.25.
only at
ROSENTHAL

0
0
0

FURNITURE CO.

The "Buckeye" Folding Vapor
Bath Cabinets $5.00.
only at

Mi

,K

ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.

The "Vudor"

Hammocks
and $6.00. only at

0
PROF. VAUGHAN IS

0

0

spot cash to do

0
f

U

it with.

0

A GOOD SAVINGS BANK

to assist you to "hold on" to what yon make, is this savings
bank. We pay best Interest and are solid as a rock.

Las Vegas Savings Bank
OFFICE WITH

San Miguel Njxtioned Dank.
&0 0
e $0
o
0
WALL PAPER

0
O

0

WALL PAPER

HIGHLY HONORED

Dexter" Washing Machines,
only at
Ball-Bearin-

O

$4.50

ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.

The

0

to the bunch of money you deposit from time to time and bye
and bye when you want to do something big, you'll hsvs

0
0

FURNITURE CO.

Burrows"

asVegas

HOLD OK

ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.

ROSENTHAL

0
o
0
0
sunPLua
0 OAPfTAl PAID If
0 cioa.ooo.oo
C50,CCD.C3
0
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President.
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
0
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vic President.
F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.
0
0
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
0

San MiguelNat iona iDaoii

.

ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.

Dig

g,

Reduction in Prices at

The American School Peace League
with headquarters
at Boston, and
n
$2.75 For
Top Mat whose membership embraces the leading educators of the United States,
tresses, full size, only at
has just appointed Prof. J. A. Vaughan
ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.
Matched Patterns from 10c per roll up.
Borders
of this city, to organize the work of
Mat
$4.95 for $7.50
the league in this territory.
the same price, excepting Ingrains and varnished
tresses, full size,
This organization will consist in
j
styles
only at
s
getting all the educational forces of
ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.
the territory to promote the prlnci
WALL PAPER
WALL PAPER
pies of international peace, and will
95c for $1.25 Galvanized "Wash
him
to
visit
all
the
require
annually
Boilers.
institutions of higher learning and the
N. M.
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.
high schools in' New Mexico, at the
J. A. O'Rourke has returned from
$1.25 set of 3 Potts Irons, expense of the national organization.
for
98c
a visit to the vicinity of the new town
Stand and Handle.
The only regrettable feature in con
of Petersburg with a land purchase
for $12.50 Vernis Martin nection,, with this high honor for Prof.
$9.95
or two in view.
Iron Cribs, size 6 by
Vaughan Is the fact that while he is
Don Eduardo Martinez is a business
65c
Pillows. thus engaged In promoting educationfor $ .00
visitor here today from. Anton Chieo,
al interests, he will be connected with
We are now making the finest beer, in the Southwest.
only at
Guadalupe county,
Boob
the New Mexico College of Agricul
Mrs. M. Salazar de Lucero, mother
home
and
orders
tor
tons
industry
either
telephone your
ture and Mechanic Arts at Las Cru- keg or
or Antonio Jjuceio or La voz, returnces. Instead of the Normal University bottle beer.
ed home Saturday from Oak'and,
at Las Vegas, Blnce he leaves this
Cal., in which city she was the guest
PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32. ,
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
city to take up his work there tha
of a sister, Mrs. Lola de Fuccio, being
first of September. As a result ol
accompanied on the trip by Miss Julia
this change, that institution will reap
BASEBAILSCORES
Lucero. a little daughter of Mr. Lu BANKRUPTCY CASE
,
, all the results that are to come from
cero.
1 BEFORE
JUDGE MILLS Li cumulation.
Attorney o. a. Larrazolo came
National League.
Prof. Vaughan has been Instructed
home from Santa Fe tnis afternoon,
At St. Louis St Louiff 8 Pittsburg
to
meet
of
with
nat
officers
the
the
Ezequiel Sanchez, a farmer and
St Louia 1, Pittsburg 7.
In the matter of bankruptcy of the ional association, In an official capac
pedagogue of Penasco Blanco, is
At Chicago Chicago 1, Cincinnati
Tanner-Potte- r
of
Hardware
at
Denver
National
the
company,
ity,
during
vfsltor to town today.
2; Chicago 3, Cincinnati 7.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Gribben have Clayton, Union county, heard before Educational association convention in
American League.
gone to Phoenix farm on a little out Judge W. J. Hills in chambers today, July.
At St. Louis
St Louis 6, Cleve
the principal petitioning creditor
ing trip for a few days.
land 0, St. Louis 3, Cleveland 11
A J. Mirlck, lessee of El Porrenir withdrew his
MARKET REPORTS.
At Chicago Chicago 0, Detroit 1;
petition and on appli
resort, is down town on business to- - cation of
5, Detroit S."
Chicago
W.
the
J.
Eaton,
Attorney
,
aay.
Western League.
court
creditors
New
YorK
the
gave
twenty days
Money.
Denver--SiouHenry M. Shaw, son of Dr. and
At
City 8, Denver 7.
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throat troubles are quickly cured by matism, but you know you have it Do stimulate these organs and thoroughview, it being necessary for them to tion until some time after July 1.
your system, which is what
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secure a special dispensation from
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will
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heals
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beginning
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval. The marand
limbers
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obstinbronchial tube and the most
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riage of .hese young people, who are Monday oq all children's tan oxfords, ate
cough 3 disappears. Insist upon joints and muscles so that you will be
prominently connected in their sec all boys' tan oxfords, all W. L. Doug- having the genuine Foley's Honey as active and well as you ever were.
Call up'jTain 2 when yon have &f
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had been holding district court for
the third district for Associate Justice F. W. Parker.
Z. W.'De Camp, a cattle buyer re
siding at uamar. uoio., was on his
way homo yesterday from Prescott,
purchases of hoofs and horns for a
delivery next month.
Mrs. F. E. "Wheeler, a sister of
Conductor J. F. Mulhern, passed
through this city, yesterday enroute
tor Chicago
from Albuquerque,
where she had been the guest of her
brother for several weeks.
Miss Jeanette Spless, daughter of
Mr. and Miss Chas A. Spiess of this
city, has accompanied- Mr. and Mrs.
J. van Houten from Raton to Denver,
whence "Mr. van Houten will
visit
"Wyoming on business matters for a
few days.
Col. W. M. Berger, editor and
proprietor of the Belen N. M Tribune, and secretary of the Belen Town
and Improvement company, was In
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4 TTh
0
d
.
0
0

Sanitary Couches, $4.1 0 OOOOOOGOOOO,
0

All-Feath- er

ful outing at
B. C. Butler, manager of Las Vegaa
Light and Power company, has returned from a quick business run to
Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Levy, the newly-wed- s
from Denver, have continued
their bridal trip from this city to the
Pacific northwest.
Miss Hallie Doran returned here
this morning from a pleasant trip
which Included Lamy, Cerriilos, Golden, Santa Fe and Galisteo.
Dionlcio Castellano was called to
Chapelle yesterday by the death of a
sister, Mrs. Francisco Mares, who Is
survived by "a husband and a family
of six children.
,
Charles D. Cobb, of the Cobb gen-- .
eral Insurance agency An Denver,
reached the city last evening on a
business visit. Mr. Cobb Is an uncle
of Mrs. C. C. Gise.
J. A. Baker Is a business visitor to
the metropolis today from Heimit's
lodge, at which mining camp two additional shafts are being sunk to a
depth of 100 feet each.
Rev. Fr J. Marra. S. J., wro recently returned from New York, d
made the trip here
of
from Gotham in three days of comfortable but continuous travel.
W. L. Burton, who is now a road
agent for a Louisville wholesale
house, returned to his headquarters
here yesterday from a scuthern business trip, accompanied by Mrs. Bur- ion.
Chief Justice W. J. Mills returned
to this judicial headquarters yester- Cliffdene-on-the-Peco-
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A good man as assistant
manager for an old Una life company. One of good character who
can furnish, surety bond. Prefer

President

Must
one with tome experience.
be a hustler and not afraid to work.
To such a man a
No
good salary and commission will be
paid. Address Optic.

HOME OFFICE OMAHA. NEBR.ASKA
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morning the story waa not altogeth
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"You all know." ha began, "how I
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o'clock before I left the office. You
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also remember what kind of weather
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carpenter. J.
It waa aleet, anow, and all that I
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head.
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dancing
earn
$30 week. Moler Barto
$12
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in
the way over to my flat, they kept It
gold
payable
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ber college, Los Angeles.
up, and, what with the cold and the
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figures, I knew it. waa no use trying
to get any sleep Just then. Now, the
FOR RENT.
be payable in liberal installments.
best thing In the world when you feel
Policy
may
that way is a bath hot or cold acFOR RENT
house
cording to whether it'a winter or sum
ALSO ANNUAL INCREASING DIVIDENDS PAID
at $15 per month. Inquire 618 Grand
mer and I aneaked upstairs quiet,
ON POLICY
avenue, or telephone Main 423.
thinking how nice and restful one
would feel. Mrs. Parrlsh ia a light
All policies secured by approved securities deposited with FOR RENT Front room with use of
aleeper, so I Blipped Into the bath
bath. 906 Third street.
undressed
room, turned on the water,
the state of Nebraska.
and It didn't take me very long to
FOR RENT
Two room furnished
Officie.1
drop in. Great Scott, didn't it feel
fine! I just lay back still and quiet
house. 921 Lincoln.
and almost dozed off right there and
Ail kinds of cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and atone work. 'fc-it-j
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TERRITORIAL MANAGER
then.
5
one
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920
to
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come
I
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promptly attended to. Only best material used. All work guarantee.
Office
Vegas.
'this will never do,' and I started
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; electo get up only started, mind you, for
New Mexico
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stuck fast I tried and tried to slew
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during thisonce
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possible it is to get a mustard plas.sewer
and
connection. 414 Seventh,
DuriOK tlie nine yeara before I used C&acnrew I
ter off your own back. Well, it was
Buffered untold misery with internal pllea. Thanks
to yon am free from all that this morninc. Vo
Can use tUia in belialf of suffering humanity."
just like that I did get a little place
n. r. jriauer, aoawm aia
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gave one pull and had me clear. He
"I said creamed oysters are nice," about it
anything of others. He is content with Joints and muscles so that you will be O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drag
then helped me to dress. Why,
his lot and never complains of heavea as active and well as you ever were. Co.
repeated Mrs. Gilmartin.
now.
in
chair
back
lean
can't
my
"Sure! Of course they are!" he deHe never blames others for his f
Price 25c, 50c and : jO. Center Block
"It goes without saying that Mrs. clared with enthusiasm. "All right
when he finds himself In a Depot Drug Co.
Telephone your news items to. The
MADE FOR SERVICE
Clay refused to believe my story (she Let's hare creamed oysters," and he
low state, hs submits to fate. . An
Phone Main 2.
Optic,
so
me
to
in
time
WEATHER
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delved into the stock market, satisfied
ordinary mortal, seeking earthly bliss,
more
head
man's
a
The
softer
the
AND GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY
I wasn't carried off to the station that there were no more
falls into dangers.
vexing doWATERPROOF
louse) and said she knew I was mestic problems to be solved.
When the arrow does not hit the he ts inclined to butt In.
drunk and on top of all that,
he who shoots it blames only
you don't imagine we can
target
"Well,
didn't I meet Mrs. Parrish face to make a whole birthday suppeT off
himself and no one else. Even so
Sore Nipples
face on the landing. She'd heard the creamed oysters, do you?" demanded
does the wise man act. Confucius, s,
who has had experience
to
mother
come
down
Any
noise and
investigate Mrs. Gilmartin Indignantly. "There
DAMMFT.
i
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A Vi 11
ailment will be
with
this
"No, I'm not going into details of must be a lot of other
distressing
things thought
Hoarseness, bronchitis and other
what was said then. Sometimes when of. Mrs. Pritchard
if A
to
a cure may be
know
that
pleased
It's
these
Just
says
throat troubles are quickly cured by
the truth is too preposterous, you can little affairs that
out real tact
effected by applying Chamberlain's
bring
as
a
and
It
sort
Tar
of
soothes
some
Foley's Honey
tell
plausible .lotion, and good taste."
This trademark
Salve as soon as the child is done nurond the word
but here I couldn't even do that. It
and heale the inflamed throat and
bother
Mrs.
"Oh,
Pritchard!"
sing. Wipe it off with a soft cloth beon
Tower
the
'was around four a. ni. when Mrs. Par
bronchial tubes and the most obstin fore allowing the babe to nurse. Many
Gilmartin.
buttons
rish agreed t consider the matter snapped Will!" said hia wife
this hiah
ate cough disappears. Insist upon trained nurses use this salve with
"Why,
mildly.
I'm
she
I
ts
and
safe,
guess
closed,
grade slicker from
"I'm afraid you're out of sorts this
all dealers,
having the genuine Foley's Honey best results. For sale by
"J
ithe Just as good
didn't say a word when the rer.orf.ers
I
did want to hare a
and
evening,
Tar. O. G. Schaefer and Red
snd
began dropping in about breakfast nice long talk about this little cupper.
Cross. Drug Co.
If yon read it in The
it's so.
time."
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of the results o the Golden
Jubilee of St Michael' college, in
Santa Fe, a movement has been start
Aa

ore

ed to raise

a fund for the erection

of a suitable monument to the mem
ory of the late Brother Botulph.

Work on the restoration of the
court house at Santa Fe is going on
slowly. The old walls are being
patched up and strengthened end the
new work will soon be under way.
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Woodsman's Fight with Wolves.
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Armed only with an ax, Joseph arrangement
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Hot Stove Cool

THE CASE OF
THE CARVERS
By Ftank Hurburt

How do you expect to endure the broiling days of
summer if you prepare all
the food over a glowing
coal fire?
You need a "New Perfection" Oil Stove that
will do the cooking without cooking the cook. It
concentrates plenty of heat
under the pot and diffuses
little or none through the
room.

O'Hua

ICopyngUt, by U&ily blory i'ub. Co.)

The pretty little

peaches-and-crea-

wife of Carver dropped her evening
paper with a murmur of dainty horror.
Carver raised his eyes from the sporting page of his own daily and turned

them inquiringly toward the golden-hatrevision in pink.
"I think it's perfectly dreadful!" sbe
exclaimed. "Don't you, Dick?"
"Of course. What is it?" he asked,
smiling.
"Just to think of a man's being so
inconsistent and false and and cruel,"
young Mrs. Carver went on.
Carver's smile faded. His eyebrows lifted a trifle. Then- he said:
"1 don't know what you mean."
He said that aloud. To himself he
kept musing, "I wonder V
"Didn't you read it?" queried she, indicating with a delicate forefinger an
article in the paper. "This Afferton
divorce case, you know. Just think
If you can!
of a man's doing anything
like that I don't believe a man could
ever have loved a girl and then Oh,
It's shocking! And they hadn't been
married a year; were hardly out of
their honeymoon like us, Dick."
Carver shook his head deprecatlngly
and fidgeted at his smoking Jacket
and then remarked:
"Who was the other girl? Chorus

d

PflfflMM
Wick Blue Hamc Oil

-

ubstin-

how much

I love

you, girl.

I could

not begin to tell you. Just this morn
ing I was telling Jack Trent what real
happiness was like. Jack seemed sort
of down and out with the blues. I
told him he ought ?j get married
to get a little wife like mine."
ought
'
"Jack always wanted me, I guess,
even away back when we were children. And he made a game fight,
didn't he?"
She laughed softly as she pressed
his band.
"But he didn't get you!" said Carver happily, returning the pressure.
Next morning, as he was being
whirled officeward on an L limited, he
rehearsed many times the days of his
courtship and then the marriage and
their honeymoon, and after that, the
home life together, and he vowed that
be would never even speak to Maizie
again. He had just been out for a
good time occasionally. He had meant
no harm, surely no disloyalty to the
wife in
pretty little
the suburbs. But from now on, there
was to be no Maizie, no reunions with
the boys nothing.
All day Carver kept thinking of the
waiting wife. He left early as possible
that afternoon, and after visiting a
confectioner for a box of her favorite
bitter-sweet- s
and a florist for a bunch
of her adored' red roses, he was on his
way back to her, Impatient as he never
before had been to clasp her again in
his embrace.
He bounded up the steps three at
a time. He meant to rush in and
But the door was
surprise her.
locked. His face fell. He had not
thought of the possibility of her absence. Doubtless she did not look
for him so soon. She never had failed
to meet him before. He put down
the candy and flowers found his key,
unlocked the door. How lonesome the
rooms seemed!
He gazed around, wondering somewhat. His eyes fell upon a letter
lying on the .library table. He picked
It up and found It addressed to him
in her writing. His brow wrinkled.
"I wonder what the devil "
In a moment his eyes were skimming rapidly over the lines of large,
distinct characters. This is what the
lines said:
"Dear old Dick: I'm awfully sorry,
really I am. You will never know how
much It has pained me. But I don't
love you. Somehow that sounds blunt
and cruel', but it Is the truth. I don't
suppose I ever loved you, though I
used to think I did. Perhaps it was
your fiery way of making love that
caught me. Anyway, I want you to
be happy oh, very, very happy,
Dick! I know I shall be so as soon as
we can arrange matters honorably and
quietly. I must always have loved
Jack, and he, I am sure, has loved
me always, though he's been a perfect
brick since my'marriage and as still
as a brick, too. When I am Mrs.
Jack Trent, I know I shall be happier
and I know you will be Just as happy.
You men are so inconstant, you know.
Good-by- ,
dear boy!"
Carver stood a long time Btaring
dumbly at the note. Then he crumpled
it slowly and tossed It from him.
There was a newspaper on the table.
He saw the headline, "Mrs. Afferton
Says Husband Was Unfaithful." Thwi
Carver laughed a dry, mirthless laugh.
He looked wistfully at the love- tokens he had brought. Then he turned
quickly, with a queer little lump in his
throat somewhere and went to the
telephone. After a time:
"Yes?, Oh, yes; this 13 Dick, Maiz; i.
Go to the show tonight? All right!
bitter-sweet- s
) By the way, got a box of
!
for you. Knew you iiKed em.
And how do red roats strike you I ia
Yes. eieht sure!"
j ba!
peaches-and-creai-

A Vital Point
The most delicate part of a baby la
man to keep together a certain stock Its bowels.
Every ailment that it
of knowledge than it is possible to
surfers
with
attacks
the bowels, also
keep together-s- r stock of ice exposed
to the meridian sun. "Every day de endangering In most cases the life of
stroys a fact, a relation, or an influ- the Infant McGee's Baby Elixir cures
ence; and the only method of pre- diarrhoea, dysentary, and all derange
serving the bulk and value of the pile ments of the stomach or bowels. Sold
is by constantly adding to it Sidney
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
Smith.

Idleness.

It is no

more possible for an Idle

Grand opera is so as to make you
Bores.
An article In the London Spectator enjoy the change to vaudeville.
on "Bores" has called forth the following definition of a bore which was
Stomach Troubles.
given by the late Bishop Mackarness
Many remarkable cures of stomach,
of Oxford: "A bore Is a man who will
talk about himself when you want to troubles. have been effected by Cham-

talk about yourself." Sydney Smith berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Is said to be responsible for the origU One
man who bad spent over two
nal definition.
thousand dollars tor medicine and
If you. read It In The Optic it's so. treatment was cured by a few boxes)
of these tablets. Price 35 cents. Sam
ples free at all drug storea

GATAF

m

un-nuj-

men need an awful lot
of repairs all the time
Self-mad-

e

Trouble Makers Ousted.
Whn a sufferr from stomach trouble
takes Dr. Kings New Life Pills he's
mighty gfad to see his dyspepsia and
Indigestion fly, but more is he tickled
over hla new, fine appetite, strong
nerves, healthy vigor, all because
stomach, liver and kidneys now work
right. 25c at all drugglst3.
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Call up Main 2 when you have any
news. The Optic wants

it

Cream Balm
Ely's
Sure to Clve Satisfaction.
'

Many weak--, nervous women have
been restored to health by Foley!
Kidney Remedy, as it stimulates the
kidneys so they will eliminate the
waste matter from .the blood. Impurities depress the nerves, causing
nervous exhaustion and other ail
ments. Commence, today and you
will soon- be Well. Pleasant to take.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
'

CIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs
Applied into the nstrils and absorbed.
Large Size, 60 cents at Druggists or by
mail. VLiqmd Cream Balm for use in
atomizers, 75 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, ES Warren St.. New York.
Co.

It cleanses,

'

-

Summer's Gall!
Do You Hear It?
Doesn't the waking season arouse thoughts of tumbling
surf, placid lakes, mountain climbing,' the quest for the
elusive fish, the gay life of the resorts, of riding, golfing,
automobile trips; or create a yearning for indulgence in
your own particular pastime?
If you hear it, heed it,

Where Should You Go?

,

'

-

CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
I Incorporated )

n

'

-

tial.itrone- Iv
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and handsome lamp.
urn for hours with a it rone, mellow light. Just
what you need for evening reading or to light '
the dining-rooIf not with your dealer,
writs our nearest agency.

"No

"Ob-h-h-

Cook-S!o- ve

besides bem? the perfect stove for summer use ii just as efficient
for year round use. Does anything any other stove will do. it
is built just like the modern steel coal range, with a CABINET
TOP that makes it possible to keep food warm after it is cooked.Made in three sizes. Sold either with or without Cabinet Top. If not at your dealer's
write our nearest agency.

or"
"Then

you did read it?"
er why, I I glanced at the
headlines."
The big purple eyes across the table
were becoming dim with an opalescent mist.
,
Dick, Dick!" (Her voice
was wavering dangerously.) "Are
many men like that? You seem to
Oh, you aren't surprised, you aren't
shocked Dick!"
"Why, you silly dear," Carver
laughed, jumping to her side and folding her tenderly in his arms. "Nonsense! Why, you just said yourself it
was our honeymoon.
You don't know

liitdicn

N

Choose from among the following:

Colorado,

California,
Yosemite Valley,
The
Alaska-Yukon-Paci-

The Grand Canyon,
The Northwest,
Exposition.

Los Angeles, San Diego and Return, $37.95
San Francisco $45.00
For the same trip one way via Portland and Seattle, 160.00.
Tickets on sale May 6 to 13, inclusive ; June 1 and 2 ; June 24 to
July 10, Inclusive; and July 27 to August 6, inolusive.
Final limit October 31, 1909. Liberal stopover privileges.
Slightly higher fares on other dates during the summer.
Santa Fe service and the famous meals by Harvey. Could anything more be desired?
Plan now. Read np about the country
and its attractions. Get free folders issued
account the Elks meetings; the N. E. A.;
Colorado; the great Exposition, the Grand
hm$ru

."urn"!

Canyon, and elsewhere. ,
D. L. BATCH ELOR, Agent.
Las Vegas, N. Ai.
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Our Ambition

EXCLUSIVE
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McCormick Mowing Machines
ALL LONG SILK GLOVES, worth $1.25; '
white, black, gray, brown now

Since the world's fair held in London in 1851, the McCORMICK
has remained first in international leadership. They are the

it to see the Town and City grow; and
GROW WITH IT.

farmers choice today in every
civilized corner of the elobe.

Price S55.00

ALL Sl.50 LONG BLACK SILK
GLOVES now

$1.24

We also carry a full line of knives and repairs for all machines.

To do so, is to

AOp
.Ov

LUDWia Vim. ILFELD, Bridge Street.

WmM
That is WHY we are in favor
of uniting.

Notice the

25

per cent cut for cash

4t

at Hedgcock's shoe store, beginning

Monday. A bunch of ladies' black and
tan oxfords. Unusual values at the
Common Sense Shoe store, 614 Douglas ave.

LOCAL NEWS.

IKE DAVIS

Succesior to HENRY

Union county; Sebastian Esqulbel,
of Mora, a teacher In Mora county,
and Manuel Trujillo. of Bernalillo,
a teacher In Sandoval county.

WEATHER REPORT.
June 27, 1909
Maximum 95; miniTemperature
mum 62; range 43.
Humidity 6 a. m. 26; 12 no. 20; 6
p. m. 31; mean 29.
Forecast
Generally fair tonight
and Tuesday.

" --,.

LEVY,

jHJ'

-- -

i

i

,'4

"V

Frank Strass If relieving R'chard
Lewi3 Varela, arrested
yesterday
Devine at the books in the San Miguel for
being drunk and disorderly was
National lank for a few days.
fined J5 and trimmings in police court
this morning. He paid up and was
Hugh Callaway has purchased the discharged. Officer Kelly madn the
interest of Julius Christman In the arrest.
Bridge saloon on the West side
In the game of baseball yesterday
Get the best at Nolette's barber afternoon between the New Mexican
shop.
and the Antler, the lntter won by CALLS ANSWERED
a score of 23 to 19. The score in
The babe of Mr. and Mrs. O. M. the contest between the Ilfelda and a
Ward was christened yesterday lat pick-unine stood 28 to 9 .in favor
the East side Cathrlic church.
of the Welds.

Sixth Street.

J. C. Johnsen & Son's
Private Ambulance Coach

Use Ovir

Pride Flour
Also
All Kinds of

for

Hea-dquarter-

s

FEED

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

A Simple Test

Hm

Sheriff G. E. San"hes of Socorro
Miss Grace Dunlop, who had been
county took nine prisoners to the ter the guest of her sister here for a num
ritorial penitentiary at, Santa Fe to-- ber of
days, left last evening for Los
iaj.
Angeles, Cal., where she will spend
the summer with her mother, widow
There will be a meeting of Eldora of
the lata Bishop George K. Dunlop,
do lodge. Knights of Pythias, tonight
after whom St. Paul's Memorial
An election of officers will be fol
church in this city was named. k
lowed with a banquet
Mrs. Thos. J. Pridemore,
two
It ia understood that O. L. Gregory daughtersyand a son, resumed their
will at once begin the erection of a homeward
trip to Mexico from this
business building on the vacant lot
city Saturday evening. Mrs. Pride- intervening between the Greenclay more is the only daughter of "Mothestablishment and the new Doll build er"
Mary McElroy and had been
ing on Center street.
schooling her childrn in Denver for
a year. Mothsr and daughter had
Order your cream from T. T. Turn not met before In
twenty years till
er.
recently.

you can easily find out.

Ca.n You Save Money?

Men, don't fail to take advantage of
the cash slash on all W. L. Douglas'
exfords. Begins Monday at Hedg
cock's shoe store, 614 Douglas ave.
All go.

Three new teachers enrolled today
for the remaining four weeks of the
summer school at the Normal University.
They were J. J. Romero of Mora, who ha? a school in

financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

OF

LAS VEGAS.

CAPITAL sind SURPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
'
Ass't Cashier.

E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.

FREE
DEAL
With every dollar's
worth of Fireworks
purchased for cash
this week, we will
give an additional
ten per cent free.

Free from Slate or Slack
Phone Main 21

Foot Main St

Wg Hbvb Fine
I. H. S

Grocer.

Fine native Veal
Give us your order
'Phono F.Iain W

Buy Flowers While

:

fl

Grocers, EZufohcra

Beef,

Pork.
Lamb,

szszd Bskera

Pore Food

'

Kid,

Preserves

VeeJ.
Spare Ribs,
Sausage,
Bacon.

are tHe very best

A.

TRY THEM

Hams,

Join

Papon,

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

sold only at

Phone 144 and 145

ready-to-wea-

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"

BROS.

THE HYGEIA ICE

PIANO

Instruction given on a thoroughly
scientific basia. Adult beginners a
specialty. Will also accept a limited
number of select advanced pupils. Ad
dress Herman Tunlch, of the Inat'tute
of Musical Art, New York City, at the
New Optie hotel, East Las Vegas, tt

MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
P'R ICES:"

2,000Tus or more each delivery 20c per hundred
1,000 to 2.000 lbs. " 30c
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
40c
50 to 200 lbs. "
"
50c
,
Less than 50 lbs. '
"
75c
CRYSTAL ICE CO.. - McGuire & Webb
Phone Main 227
"

-

Aboard for Harvey's I
Carriage goes qut Saturday morn
ing returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Marphey'g or H. O. Brown
Trading Co s.

"

ON TRIAL

Hot

We want to loan you an electric
flat iron on 30 days' trial. Phone Main
206.

Weather Prices

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.

Seventh

523

street

ox

The best draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course.
FOR RENT Good pasture with plenty of good water. Mrs. Green.

The $15.00 Kind,
12 00 Kind,
J 2.0O Kind,
" lO.OO Kind,
" 9.00 Kind,

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bai
'
rels on the bar.
Call up Main

2

'

'

It

$9.00
for..' ... 7.50
for ........... 7.00
...

.

for....,..1.

6.00

for.

S.OO

7.50Kind, for

So

:.

Miff?

4.00

It's Up to You.

..
(

If

Are Cheap.

Carnations, 50 dozen,
dweet Pea?, 60c hundred.
Daisies, 50c hundred.

for... .

l

when you have any

news. The Optie wants

ley

111

2 Piece Suits

-

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, ageo
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

Kansas City and Native
Beef and Ftlutton

Ferndel

:

Papen's

All

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

D. W. CONDON

,at

salesman, representing the
r
big Chicago house for
Sherwood Rye, served direct frtm
garments, for women and misses, for
'
the barrel at the Opera bar.
which we are sole agents, will be at
our store jn the forenoon only, TuesStraight Guggenheim rye served
Ladies wishing to
day, Juna 29th.
over the bar at the Antlers.
see the new styles for fall please call.

NEW MEXICO.

Phone Main 85

Best Meect in the City

ANNOUNCEMENT

REWORKS!

MONEY SAVED

Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street

Palmer'

BACHARACH

The First National Bank

O. DROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS IN

Las Vegas from the east and w'll be
here for some time. He can be found
at the home of Dr. Bradley, 801 Sixth
street, where he is staying. He spent
three years In the tuning department
of Vose & Sons and M. Steinert &
Sons, piano factories, and is skilled
in tuning and adjusting the very finest pianos.

,

If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success

258

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS.
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

Wlibur R. Robinson, a piano tuner
of splendid reputation,, has arrived in

"

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,

PHONE MAIN

p

E. J. Scott foreman if. the job de
partment of. The Optic Publishing
company, held the lneky number
rvhlch. , drew a tandBonj. rocklpg
chair at the Bijou theatre Saturday
night.

131,

NIGHT

DAY OR

.

Don't

hLLF IiUUL

'
'5'

' The Boston
Closing

.

'
-

Las Vegas Greenhouses
PERRY ONION. Prop. Phone Main 276

;

M.

i

'

House

GR.EENBERGER,
Proprietor.

(SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.)

l
WICH

A

ELS-STER- N

FINE CLOTHING.

